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1. 
Terminology: 

what’s in a 
name?

• Why shouldn’t we use the term RSE?

• Engineers carry out the things ‘scientists’ come up with

• Software is writing code

• ‘Software engineers’ are code monkeys who serve 
scientists

• ‘Research software’ is a means to an end, and it is the end 
that counts

“So! This is engineering, huh? Engineering! Where the 
noble, semi-skilled laborers execute the vision of those who 
think and dream. Hello, Oompa Loompas of science!”

(Sheldon, Big Bang Theory)



1. Terminology: what’s in a name?

• Why not use an alternative term for RSE?

1. ‘Research Methods Innovation Specialist’? (too long)

2. ‘Digital Methodologist’? (too little)

• Why use the term RSE in NL?

1. There is no escaping English

2. There is some merit in the term:

a. In NL ingenieur (= engineer) is an academic title

b. RSEs do applied research, which is done also by 
technical universities in NL

c. Taken separately, each of the constituent terms
are relevant

3. We need a generic term to influence policy 



1. Terminology: what’s in a name?

• RSEs

1. carry out research on an academic level in their 
own right

2. share the same professional habits with other 
(academic) researchers;

3. are experts in developing digital methodologies

4. work in cross- and multidisciplinary settings

5. are vital to carrying out high-level ‘computer-
assisted’ research in the first place



Job profiles, or how to identify an RSE



Job profiles, or how to identify an RSE

Job title:
‘eScience Research Software Engineer’

Purpose:
‘to take a leading role in developing and re-using 
advanced methodologies, applications and 
software of internationally recognized quality, 
with a view to answering complex research 
questions and promoting the sustainable use of 
eScience technologies’



Job profiles, or how to
identify an RSE
Requirements

• PhD or alternative vocational 
training / applied sciences degree 
plus at least 4 years’ experience 
demonstrating independently 
generated research outcomes

• knowledge of eScience technologies 
and software architecture; excellent 
software development skills

• affinity with academic research



RSEs in the Netherlands: Figures?

RSEs don’t
exist

(2013-2019)



RSEs in the Netherlands: Figures?

RSE-like 
people are all

over the
place

(2018)



RSEs in the Netherlands: Self-identification

TITLE DEGREE Info

1 Research Software Engineer PhD (medical imaging) ‘experienced software engineer’

2 Research Software Engineer MSc, PhD student (medical imaging) ‘api, basic, c, c + +, css, dutch, english, fortran, 
german, html, php, python, Swedish’

3 Research Software Engineer PhD (biophysicist) statistical models and Monte Carlo simulations

4 Research Software Engineer PhD (computational linguistics) ‘helping out Humanities’ scholars’

5 Research Software Engineer no degree specified (prob. MSc) ‘C#, Java, SQL, Python, XHTML/CSS, LaTeX, JavaScript, 
Jquery, TypeScript, R’

6 Scientific Programmer / Associate 
Researcher

no degree specified (prob. MSc)

7 Research Software Engineer / Scientific 
Developer

MSc debugging programs, helping out with large data sets, 
giving tutorials/workshops.



RSEs in the Netherlands: Vacancies

• some RPOs advertise for RSEs
• RadboudMC

• TUDelft, Leiden University, Erasmus

• e.g. Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science: RSE
• MSc in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence or a related field

• Extensive programming skills using a variety of tools and languages

• e.g. Erasmus medical centre: RSE (“scientific programmer”)
• BSc or Msc in a technical domain

• Solid programming experience with Python



RSEs in the Netherlands: Places

The team supports researchers in improving software 
development and data management practices. Team members 
will temporarily join research groups

The Research IT programme has a fund to apply innovative IT to 
research.

The Research and Innovation Support (RIS) department of the 
Center for Information Technology ( CIT ) was set up to provide 
specific IT support to researchers.Center for Information Technology



Strategies & policies

• How to change the research landscape?

1. Invest in networks

• NL-RSE (in 2020: 200+ members @ NL-RSE)

• Netherlands eScience Center Fellowship Programme

2. Talk with RPOs

• university boards, deans, research directors

• DCCs: ‘digital competence centres’ (where infrastructure, 
data and software meet)

3. Influence policy

• Dutch Research Council (NWO)

• Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW)

• Association of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU)

• Ministry for Education, Culture and Science (OCW)



Thank you!

Questions?


